Inventions from Space

Available on Earth

Matters of the Heart

Cures in the Making

Telemetry systems originally designed to monitor astronauts and spacecraft laid a
foundation for the technology used in heart patients’ pacemakers. Moreover, NASA
satellite communication technology provided the springboard that permits doctors
to monitor and adjust implanted pacemaker functions from outside the human body.
Photo reprinted with permission from the Heart Rhythm Society.

Thanks to a cell culture apparatus invented at NASA for medical research applications
aboard the Space Shuttle, scientists now have the ability to create fragile, three-dimensional
cell cultures that can aid the study and treatment of diseases like cancer or Parkinson’s.
As the central chamber rotates and minimizes the effects of gravity, tissue samples grow
in a manner similar to the way tissue develops naturally in the human body.

Right on Target

Healing Light

Pointing-and-scanning laser beam technology developed to help NASA space vehicles
rendezvous and dock with satellites has led to laser eye surgery advancements. The
FDA approved LADARVision® 4000 system employs an eye-tracking device that
offers surgeons greater accuracy in reshaping corneas to correct nearsightedness,
farsightedness, and astigmatism.

By virtue of the NASA technology developed to grow plants experimentally in space, light
emitted diode (LED) devices now enable doctors to treat hard-to-heal wounds.
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Pulsed Electromagnetic Fields—A Countermeasure for Bone Loss and Muscle Atrophy
Johnson Space Center Staff: Diane Byerly, Marguerite Sognier, Dickey Arndt, Phong Ngo, Chau Phan, Kent Byerly, Roy Weinstein

Currently, there is a critical need to develop
effective countermeasures for bone loss and
muscle atrophy to enable future human space
exploration to the Moon, Mars and beyond.
Progressive muscle atrophy can lead to
weakness, fatigue, the inability to perform
efficiently assigned tasks, and compromised
emergency egress operations. Bone loss
causes increased risk of bone fracture and
kidney stones, which can also negatively affect
mission objectives and success.
The purpose of these studies is to develop a
pulsed electromagnetic field device for use as
a noninvasive countermeasure to enhance bone
retention, prevent or alleviate muscle atrophy,
and augment natural healing/regeneration
processes. This research represents a major
contribution toward enabling humans to live
and work safely in space, and is especially
relevant to projected human space exploration.
On Earth, this device could be useful in
the treatment of various muscle diseases,
age- and cancer-related muscle atrophy,
osteoporosis, and other bone diseases. It
has become increasingly evident that weak,
nonionizing electromagnetic fields can exert
athermal effects on biological targets. One
successful therapeutic application of pulsed
electromagnetic fields (PEMF) is to facilitate
healing in patients with refractory broken

bones; that is, bones that are unable to heal
despite repeated surgical procedures. In
addition, previous studies suggest that PEMF
might be useful in the treatment of some
muscle disorders.
Although studies on PEMF have been ongoing
for more than 20 years, little is known about the
molecular and cellular mechanisms involved
in their beneficial therapeutic effects. In
particular, the field energetics must be precisely
defined and optimized for specific applications,
such as frequencies, pulse shape, waveforms,
amplitude, and spatial orientation. To determine
whether PEMF could be used as an effective
countermeasure, scientists developed a device
with accompanying software to enable the
precise control of various parameters.
This device will help identify which PEMF
frequencies are most effective in producing
a biological response in bone and muscle
cells. Studies at the molecular and cellular
levels will define the alterations induced by
modeled micro gravity and the ability of PEMF
to reverse the alterations related to muscle
atrophy and bone loss. Ultimately, the longterm objective of these studies is to produce
a garment incorporating a specifically
designed PEMF device to be worn by
astronauts as a noninvasive countermeasure.

In collaboration with the Engineering
Directorate at Johnson Space Center, we
developed the required hardware and
software enabling the assessment of various
PEMF frequencies, waveforms, and pulse
durations. In addition, we created a signal
monitoring/feedback capability for stable
magnetic control and a Helmholtz coil design,
and we performed a full simulation before
construction. This device and the associated
software will help identify the most effective
PEMF parameters for space-induced bone
loss and muscle atrophy. We performed the
field characterization of the magnetic fields in
terms of frequency, sine wave/pulsed inputs,
frequency response, field amplitude, and
harmonics.

PEMF prototype device for initial studies.
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(57) ABSTRACT
An apparatus is introduced for the use of
enhancing tissue repair in mammals. The
apparatus includes a sleeve; an electrically
conductive coil; a sleeve support; an electrical
circuit configured to supply the coil with a
square wave time varying electrical current
sufficient to create approximately 0.05 gauss to
0.5 gauss.

US007601114B2

When in use, the sleeve of the apparatus is
placed on a mammalian body part and the
time varying electromagnetic force of from
approximately 0.05 gauss to 0.5 gauss is
generated on the mammalian body for an
extended period of time so that the tissue
is encouraged to be regenerated in the
mammalian body part at a rate in excess of
the normal tissue regeneration rate relative to
regeneration without application of the time
varying electromagnetic force.
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
ENHANCING TISSUE REPAIR IN
MAMMALS
This is a Divisional Application, the
parent application being Ser. No. 11/169, 614
filed on Jan. 29, 2005. The entire declaration,
oath, specification, disclosure, and drawing
figures from the parent application are hereby
incorporated herein by reference, thereto.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention relates to an
apparatus for enhancing tissue repair in
mammals. More particularly, the present
invention relates to a sleeve in the form
of an electromagnetic coil that fits over a
mammalian body part. The present invention
also relates to a method of using the apparatus.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
The power of the magnet is one of the
most basic powers in nature. We know that
magnetism itself was an ingredient in the
primordial soup from which the universe and
our planet came forth. Magnetism is the force
that keeps order in the galaxy, allowing stars
and planets to spin at significant velocities.
And in a sense, our own planet’s magnet field
is responsible for protecting all life on earth.
Bio-magnetic therapy has long been
the subject of controversy. Actually, biomagnetic therapy is not new to everyone. Many
veterinarians have been aware of bio-magnetic
benefits for years, and use magnets to heal
fractures quickly, thereby saving the lives of

racehorses and other animals. Doctors treating
professional athletes commonly recommend
magnets to speed up recovery from painful
injuries.
And other physicians in a variety of
specialties, including dermatologists,
internists, pediatricians, and surgeons, have
used magnets with varying claims of success.
The theory of magnetic healing can
be seen by looking at early records of
scientifically advanced civilizations, which tell
us that magnetic forces have long been prized
for their restorative properties. Ancient Greece
discovered the very first natural magnet in the
form of the lodestone, and Hippocrates, the
father of medicine, noted its healing powers.
The Egyptians, too, described the divine
powers of the magnet in their writings, and
Cleopatra frequently adorned herself with
magnetic jewelry to preserve youthfulness.
Chinese manuscripts dating back thousands
of years describe the Eastern belief that the
life force, termed “qi”, is generated by the
earth’s magnetic field. Today, many believe
that certain places on earth, such as Lourdes,
France, and Sedona, Ariz., owe their healing
powers to naturally high levels of this qi, or
bio-magnetic energy.
Magnetic therapy is used in many
countries such as Japan, China, India, Austria,
and Germany. Although state-of-the-art
American medicine uses techniques to monitor
magnetic fields, such as electrocardiograms,
electroencephalograms, and magnetic

resonance imaging, it has not taken other
forms of magnetic therapy seriously. More
and more American studies, however, are
considering whether or not magnetic therapy
has medical value. As a result, increasing
numbers of people are sleeping on magnetic
beds at night and wearing small magnets
during the day for greater energy, preventive
purposes, and healing, many claiming varying
degrees of success.
Research into magnet therapy is divided
into two distinct areas: pulsed bioelectric
magnet therapy and fixed magnetic therapy.
Probably 85 to 90 percent of the scientific
literature is on pulsed bioelectric biomagnetic
therapy; the remainder is on therapy with fixed
solid magnets.
There are different schools of thought on
the essential mechanisms of magnetic therapy,
centered on questions of polarity, among other
issues. However, fixed magnetic therapy has
yet to be widely accepted by the scientific and
medical community.
The effectiveness of using pulsed magnetic
fields to heal bone fractures and, to a lesser
degree, soft tissue injures such as sprains
and strains, has been debated for some time.
Numerous scientific journals have reported
these findings since the 1970s, and the FDA
approves the use of pulsed electromagnetic
fields for the treatment of nonunion bone
fractures, which are fractures that will not heal
on their own.
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It is believed that the pulsed
electromagnetic fields penetrate the cast and get
to the layer of skin that’s moist and conductive.
Then the electric field stops, but the magnetic
field continues to do the healing work.
Numerous scientists have advanced
theories for electro-magnetic healing of many
ailments, including osteoarthritis, rheumatoid
arthritis, fibromyalgia, tension headaches,
migraines, and Parkinson’s disease.
All of the prior attempts to use
electromagnetic therapy have used high
levels of electromagnetism usually 50 gauss
or more. While most of this therapy has used
flat magnetic generators, a few have wrapped
a magnetic blanket around a body member
to attempt to regenerate or heal the body
part. Some of the attempts have used pulsed
waves, but such pulsed waves have been either
on-off pulses or sinusoidal waves. No one,
prior to this invention, has found the key to
electromagnetic regeneration of mammalian
tissue.
This invention has finally found the
long sought after key to utilization of
electromagnetic forces for tissue regeneration.
To be successful in tissue regeneration, the
electromagnetic force may be a square wave
(Fourier curve) time varying electromagnetic
wave at a level of from approximately 0.05
gauss to 0.5 gauss, a much lower level than
previously contemplated by anyone.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention relates to an
apparatus for enhancing tissue repair in
mammals comprising a sleeve for encircling
a portion of a mammalian body part having
an electrically conductive coil capable of
generating an electromagnetic field when an
electrical current is applied thereto, a means
for supporting the sleeve on the mammalian
body part, and a means for supplying the
electrically conductive coil with a square
wave time varying electrical current sufficient
to create a time varying electromagnetic
force of from approximately 0.05 gauss to
0.5 gauss within the interior of the coil in
order that when the sleeve is placed on a
mammalian body part and the time varying
electromagnetic force of from approximately
0.05 gauss to 0.5 gauss is generated on
the mammalian body part for an extended
period of time, tissue regeneration within the
mammalian body part is increased to a rate in
excess of the normal tissue regeneration rate
that would occur without application of the
time varying electromagnetic force.
This invention also relates to a method of
increasing tissue repair in a mammalian body
part, said method comprising encompassing
the mammalian body part with an apparatus
for enhancing tissue repair having a sleeve
for encircling a portion of a mammalian body
part comprising an electrically conductive

coil capable of generating an electromagnetic
field when an electrical current is applied
thereto, means for supporting the sleeve on
the mammalian body part, and means for
supplying the electrically conductive coil
with a square wave time varying electrical
current sufficient to create a time varying
electromagnetic force of from approximately
0.05 gauss to 0.5 gauss within the interior
of the coil; generating a time varying
electromagnetic force of from approximately
0.05 gauss to 0.5 gauss on the mammalian
body part by applying a time varying electrical
current to the coil for a time period sufficient
to enhance tissue regeneration within the
body part at a rate in excess of the normal
tissue regeneration rate that would occur
without application of the time varying
electromagnetic force.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE
DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a side view of the sleeve of this
invention showing the coil wound around the
sleeve;
FIG. 2 is an end view of showing the coil on
the sleeve;
FIG. 3 is an end view of the coil;
FIG. 4 is an end view of the sleeve;
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of the sleeve with
the coil and the time varying electrical current
generator; and
FIG. 6 is an illustration of the sleeve on a
human leg.
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FIG. 5

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION
This invention may be more fully
described, but is not limited by the attached
drawings and ensuing description in which,
referring to the drawings, a sleeve portion 1!
has a wire coil 1@ wound around it. The sleeve
portion is such that it fits over the mammalian
body part to be treated. The wire coil is
wound around the sleeve at approximately 10
windings per inch. A time varying electrical
generator 1# is designed to be attached to
the wire coil 1@. The time varying electrical
generator 1# is a standard part that can
be purchased in stores supplying electrical
products. It is powered by a standard 9-volt
battery (not shown) and can be affixed to the
sleeve by any means known in the art such
as glue or Velcro (™Velcro Industries B.V.).
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FIG. 6

In use, the time varying electrical generator
must be capable of generating a time varying
electromagnetic force of 0.05 to 0.5 gauss
within the sleeve. The sleeve is then placed on
a mammalian body part such as human leg 1$
to effect tissue regeneration thereof. The sleeve
is kept on the body part for at least a week.
By way of example, if two groups
of mammals having simple leg fractures
are separated and one is given standard
treatment and the other group has the time
varying electro-magnetic force applied to
it with the sleeve of the apparatus of the
present invention, those being treated with
the time varying electromagnetic force will
have substantially reduced healing times as
compared to the group of mammals that were
given standard treatment.
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We claim:
1. A method of increasing tissue repair in a mammalian body
part comprising:
encompassing the mammalian body part with an apparatus
for enhancing tissue repair, said apparatus comprising a
sleeve for encircling a portion of a mammalian body part,
said sleeve comprising an electrically conductive coil
capable of generating an electromagnetic field when an
electrical current is applied thereto, means for supporting
the sleeve on the mammalian body part; and means for
supplying the electrically conductive coil with a square
wave time varying electrical current sufficient to create a
time varying electromagnetic force of from approximately
0.05 gauss to 0.5 gauss within the interior of the coil; and
generating a time varying electromagnetic force of from
approximately 0.05 gauss to 0.5 gauss on the mammalian
body part by applying a time varying electrical current
to the coil for a time period sufficient to enhance tissue
regeneration within the body part at a rate in excess of the
normal tissue regeneration rate that would occur without
application of the time varying electromagnetic force.
2. A method of increasing tissue repair in a mammalian body
part as in claim 1 wherein the coil is made of a ferromagnetic
material.
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3. A method of increasing tissue repair in a mammalian body
part as in claim 1 wherein the coil is wound about the mammalian
body part at about 10 windings per inch.

Specialty areas

4. A method of increasing tissue repair in a mammalian body
part as in claim 1 wherein the mammalian body part is a leg.

Contact Information

5. A method of increasing tissue repair in a mammalian body
part as in claim 1 wherein the mammalian body part is an arm.
6. A method of increasing tissue repair in a mammalian body
part as in claim 1 wherein the tissue being repaired is bone tissue.

Three-dimensional cell physiology, infectious disease models
and ultra-low frequency electromagnetic fields
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